
The Charm of Reading 

Reading is to the mind is what exercise is to the body- clichéd though it may sound, nothing can 

state this fact more clearly or explicitly.  

Reading fires the imagination in a child. As opposed to the visual media, it allows the reader the 

pleasure of imagination, encourages curiosity, expands horizon and provides information about 

different peoples and different places. 

The risk of children moving from oral communication and visual media to digital communication has 

never been as high as it is now. So the onus is on us as teachers and parents to introduce our 

children to the wonderful world of books. Reading is a cultivated skill and must be nurtured to a full 

potential to ensure that each child becomes an enthusiastic reader. Also important is to initiate this 

process as early as possible.  

At Mount Litera Zee School, Vidyaranyapura as well as HSR extension,we believe in holistic 

development of the child, which means providing the children with an enriching experience that 

goes beyond text books. Story telling, puppet show and dramatics certainly add an element of fun to 

learning; however the world of books is a self learning process. So, it was a conscious decision to 

expose the children to books whenever and wherever possible. This meant leaving nothing to 

chance and we took decisions to showcase a slice of the library to the parents and children at school 

itself. This was possible with the help of Just Books who enthusiastically came forward to exhibit 

books and talk to parents on the occasion of a parent teacher meet. 

We choose Just Books for the reason that they shared the same ideology and made exposure to the 

library meaningful. At this juncture I would like to add that Just Books is the ‘happening’ place today 

as they have a 360 degree perspective on books, reading, character building and value education. 

The numerous value added age appropriate programs  like Yoga for kids, Creative Science workshop 

and similar programs are carefully crafted and designed to entice the young reader to an enriching 

reading experience. 

Just Books also offers books of a wide range of carefully researched and chosen books. The meeting 

of the parents with Mr.Hegde, the conversations around the table of books, the animated 

expression on the faces of the children as they flipped the colorful pages of the books stated loud 

and clear that the charm of reading is as luring as ever. 


